Structural model of the collagen-like region of C1q comprising the kink region and the fibre-like packing of the six triple helices.
A detailed three-dimensional model of the collagenous part of C1q was derived by model building and computer-aided energy refinement calculations. The proposed structure is based on the collagen-like (-Gly-Xaa-Yaa-) repeating sequence of 78 to 81 residues in the N-terminal regions of the constituent A, B and C chains, on the mode of disulphide linkage between the 18 chains of C1q, and on its electron microscopically derived gross structure. It is demonstrated that the interruptions of the repeating sequence about half-way along the length of the collagenous regions (Gly36-Ile37-Arg38-Thr39 in the A chain and Ala36-Ile37-Hy138 in the C chain) do not lead to a disruption of the triple helical conformation but rather to a bend of about 60 degrees in an otherwise continuous triple helix. These features are consistent with a flexibility comparable with that of regular triple helices and with the observed low proteolytic susceptibility of the kink region. The azimuthal orientation of the kink is defined approximately by ArgA38 being located in the cap of the knee. Because of this extra residue between two glycine residues, a bad contact that would arise between the methyl group of AlaC36 and the peptide carbonyl of IleA37 in a straight triple helix is relaxed. The model features also a cluster of hydrophobic contacts between large hydrophobic side-chains in the interaction edges between the six collagen triple helices aligned with their about 10 nm long N-terminal regions in the fibril-like endpiece of C1q. The azimuthal orientations of the triple helices were derived by energy calculations of side-chain interactions previously applied to fibre-forming collagens. Independently, the same orientations and interaction edges were derived from the azimuthal orientation of the kink and the electron microscopically observed orientations of the triple helical arms that emerge from the endpiece, and which carry the C-terminal globular binding domains. The structural model has a number of implications for the assembly of the first component of complement from C1q and the zymogen complex C1r2C1s2 and possible mechanisms of its activation.